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Resource Guide

Books on the Holy Spirit and Ministry from Various Perspectives

Selected and Annotated by Carisse Mickey Berryhill


**Hubbard, David Allan.** *Unwrapping Your Spiritual Gifts*. (Waco, Tex.: Word, 1985. 132 pages.) Discovery and cultivation of gifts. Includes study questions.


**Johnson, Ben Campbell and Andrew Dreitcer.** *Beyond the Ordinary: Spirituality for Church Leaders*. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001. 168 pages.) Includes discussion and journaling questions for leaders.


Mulholland, M. Robert. *Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation*. (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1993. 173 pages.) Spiritual formation from holistic and classic perspective.
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